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Nonadditive intermolecular forces in Ar n –HF van der Waals clusters:
Effects on the HF vibrational frequency shift

Jeremy M. Hutsona)

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, United Kingdom

Suyan Liu, Jules W. Moskowitz, and Zlatko Bačićb)

Department of Chemistry, New York University, New York, New York 10003

~Received 16 July 1999; accepted 13 August 1999!

The effects of nonadditive forces on Arn–HF van der Waals clusters are investigated forn52, 3,
4, and 12. The pair potentials operating in these systems are accurately known. Earlier models of
nonadditive forces in Ar2–HF, including nonadditive dispersion, induction, and overlap distortion,
are generalized to handle clusters of arbitrary size. Calculations of vibrational frequency shifts
~redshifts! are then performed and compared with experiment. The geometries of the clusters are
first optimized by simulated annealing; the Arn cage is then held fixed, and the resulting
five-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation is solved for the hindered rotational and translational motion
of the HF molecule in the field of the Ar atoms. The nonadditive potentials are found to account
remarkably well for the observed frequency shifts. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!00142-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical behavior of atomic and molecular liquids is
largely controlled by intermolecular forces. If the intermo-
lecular forces are completely known, then molecular dynam-
ics or Monte Carlo simulations may in principle be used to
predict physical properties. However, there are in fact very
few systems for which the potential energy surfaces are ac-
curate enough for such calculations to have predictive power.
Even if the intermolecular pair potentials are known accu-
rately, there are substantial contributions from nonadditive
forces, and not much is known about these except for purely
atomic systems. It is common to carry out simulations using
effective pair potentials that are supposed to incorporate the
nonadditive effects in some averaged way, but such an ap-
proach loses the connection with detailed studies of intermo-
lecular potentials based on molecular scattering, van der
Waals complexes, orab initio calculations.

In recent years, atomic and molecular clusters have
started to provide a more systematic framework for studying
additive and nonadditive intermolecular forces. High-
resolution spectra of van der Waals complexes have been
used to determine accurate and reliable anisotropic pair po-
tentials for systems such as Ar–HF1 and Ar–HCl.2 These
potentials have been shown to perform well for newly mea-
sured properties such as the parameters of additional bands
in the spectra of the van der Waals complexes,3,4 inelastic
cross sections,5 and infrared pressure broadening
coefficients.6 The potentials have also been used to calculate
the spectra of van der Waals trimers such as Ar2–HF and
Ar2–HCl.7–11When pairwise additivity was assumed, the ac-
curate pair potentials were found to give predicted bending

frequencies for HX hindered rotational bands of the trimers
that were substantially below the measured frequencies. The
discrepancies were considerably larger than could be attrib-
uted to uncertainties in the pair potentials, and have been
interpreted in terms of nonadditive forces. However, conven-
tional types of nonadditive force~dispersion, exchange over-
lap, etc.! were found to be inadequate to explain the discrep-
ancies. It was found necessary to include a new type of
nonadditive force,7 which arises because the two Ar atoms
distort away from one another when they approach close
together, creating a quadrupole moment on the Ar2 pair. This
‘‘exchange quadrupole’’ moment has a strong electrostatic
interaction with the permanent multipole moments of the HX
molecule.

In addition to the HX bending frequencies of the trimers,
McIlroy et al.12 have measured redshifts for the HF funda-
mental mode in Arn–HF clusters forn51 to 4. The redshift
for n51 (9.654 cm21) was among the data used to deter-
mine the Ar–HF pair potential, so it is well reproduced. The
measured redshift forn52 is 14.827 cm21, while that cal-
culated for the pairwise-additive potential is 15.355 cm21 .11

Note that this isnot simply twice the value forn51: pair-
wise additivity for the potential does not produce pairwise
additivity in the redshift. The discrepancy of 0.53 cm21 is
probably due mostly to nonadditive forces.

The most recent version of the models for the nonaddi-
tive forces is that of Ernesti and Hutson,11 who developed
two slightly different models for the nonadditive forces, in-
cluding nonadditive dispersion, induction, and the electro-
static forces due to exchange overlap. These models perform
reasonably well for HX bending frequencies and for vibra-
tional redshifts in both Ar2–HF and Ar2–HCl; for Ar2–HF,
they give redshifts of 14.580 and 14.476 cm21 . This agree-
ment with experiment is reasonably satisfactory: the remain-
ing discrepancies of around 0.25 or 0.35 cm21 probably in-
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dicate that the models overcorrect for nonadditivity, though
part of the discrepancies may be due to deficiencies in the
pair potentials.

It is of great interest to explore how the nonadditive
contributions to redshifts extrapolate to larger clusters. How-
ever, the quantum-mechanical bound-state methods used by
Ernesti and Hutson are not readily extended beyond van der
Waals trimers. Bacˇić and co-workers have described two ap-
proaches capable of handling larger clusters.13 In the first
approach, the equilibrium structure of the cluster is found by
simulated annealing;14 the positions of the Ar atoms are then
held fixed, and the five-dimensional~5D! Schrödinger equa-
tion for hindered rotation and translation of the HX molecule
in the field of the Ar atoms is solved.15,16 The simulated
annealing approach has been applied for Arn–HF clusters up
to n514, using pairwise-additive potentials;14 it was found
that the HX molecule sits on the outside of an Arn cluster up
to n58, but then moves inside. In particular, the Ar12–HF
cluster has an HF molecule surrounded by a near-spherical
~icosahedral! shell of 12 Ar atoms. Within this methodology,
vibrational redshifts can be calculated by performing sepa-
rate 5D calculations on potential energy surfaces correspond-
ing to thev50 and 1 states of HX.15,16

The simulated annealing/5D quantum approach can be
applied to fairly large clusters, and can in principle provide
energy levels for both the ground state and for excited hin-
dered rotational states of HX in the cluster. However, it is
inherently approximate because all Ar-Ar motions are ne-
glected. Niyazet al.17 have therefore used an alternative ap-
proach, using diffusion quantum Monte Carlo~DQMC! cal-
culations including all vibrational degrees of freedom in a
fully coupled manner. This provides energy levels only for
van der Waals ground states, but is in principle exact~except
for statistical sampling errors!. It is also substantially more
expensive than the five-dimensional fixed-Ar calculation,
and has so far been applied to clusters withn up to 4~again
for pairwise-additive potentials!.

The redshifts obtained from calculations on pairwise-
additive potentials are consistently larger than the experi-
mental values: the differences obtained from 5D15,16 ~or
DQMC17! calculations are 0.8~or 0.6!, 1.8 ~or 1.3!, and 2.0
~or 1.4! cm21 for n52, 3, and 4, respectively. In view of the
high quality of the pair potentials used, these differences can
be attributed principally to the nonadditive interactions and
provide useful tests of models of the nonadditivity.

The purpose of the present work is to extend the cluster
calculations to include nonadditive forces, in order to allow
comparisons with experiment and understand how the non-
additive forces build up with cluster size.

II. MODELS FOR THE POTENTIAL ENERGY
SURFACE

All the potential surfaces used in the present work are
made up of pairwise-additive and nonadditive components.

A. Pairwise-additive potentials

The pair potentials used in the present work are:

~a! The Ar–Ar HFD-C potential of Aziz and Chen,18

which is used here for consistency with the earlier
work of Liu et al.16 Ernesti and Hutson11 used the quite
similar HFDID1 potential of Aziz.19 These potentials
are the most recent fits to a wide range of experimental
data, including both bulk properties~such as second
virial coefficients and transport coefficients! and micro-
scopic properties~such as molecular beam scattering
results and vibration-rotation energy levels!. They both
give highly accurate vibrational frequencies and rota-
tional constants for the Ar dimer.

~b! The Ar–HF H6~4,3,2! potential of Hutson.1 This po-
tential energy surface was fitted to spectroscopic con-
stants obtained from 24 different bands in the micro-
wave, far-infrared, and mid-infrared spectra of Ar–HF
~v50, 1 and 2! and Ar–DF~v50 and 1!. The poten-
tial includes both the anisotropy and the dependence on
the vibrational statev of the HF molecule; the latter is
built in parametrically, in terms of the mass-reduced
vibrational quantum number,

h5~v1 1
2!/mHF

1/2 , ~1!

wheremHF is the reduced mass of the HF molecule.
These potentials are used to constructv-dependent

pairwise-additive potential energy surfaces for Arn–HF clus-
ters.

B. Nonadditive forces

Ernesti and Hutson11 have previously described two
models for the nonadditive intermolecular forces in clusters
such as Ar2–HF and Ar2–HCl. Their models include nonad-
ditive dispersion, induction, and the electrostatic forces due
to exchange overlap effects. The exchange overlap effect is
modeled in terms of dipole moments on the two Ar atoms,
and interference between dipoles arising from this source and
those resulting from induction is allowed. In a larger cluster,
more extensive interference can occur, so that it would not
be appropriate simply to use the three-body model and sum it
over all triples in a larger cluster. Instead, it is better to
construct ann-body model that embodies the same physical
principles. This is the objective of the present section.

1. Dispersion contributions

In atomic systems, the most important nonadditive
forces are those arising from dispersion. The leading term in
the three-body dispersion interaction is the well-known
Axilrod-Teller triple-dipole term,20 which for atomic systems
takes the form

Vddd53Zddd
(3) S 3 cosu1 cosu2 cosu311

r 1
3r 2

3r 3
3 D , ~2!

where r 1 , r 2, and r 3 are the lengths of the sides of the
triangle formed by the three atoms andu1 , u2, andu3 are the
corresponding internal angles of the triangle. The coeffi-
cients n12353Zddd

(3) were taken to be 269.9Eha0
9 for

Ar2–HF21 and 530Eha0
9 for Ar3 . However, this Ar2–HF

value is appropriate forr 5r e ~corresponding to a mass-
reduced quantum numberh50!, and we require a coefficient
that includes the dependence onh. In the present work, we
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have assumed that the Axilrod-Teller coefficient has the
sameh-dependence as the Ar–HFC6 coefficient of Ref. 1,
so that

n123~h!5n123~0!@110.0239h/mu
21/2#, ~3!

wheremu is the unified atomic mass unit.
In molecular systems, the triple-dipole interaction is

much more complicated because of the anisotropy of mo-
lecular polarizabilities. An approximate form for the triple-
dipole energy under these circumstances has been given by
Stogryn,22

VDDD5
n123

3ā1ā2ā3

~T12!ab~T23!gd~T31!mn

3~a1!na~a2!bg~a3!dm , ~4!

wherea i is the polarizability tensor andā i is the mean po-
larizability for particle i. Ti j is a symmetric orientation ten-
sor, with Cartesian components

~Ti j !ab5
3~ r̂ i j !a~ r̂ i j !b2dab

ur i j u3
, ~5!

and (r̂ i j )a is the component of the unit vector between par-
ticles i and j along Cartesian axisa. Equation~4! uses the
usual summation convention, summing over all repeated suf-
fices representing Cartesian axes. In the present work, it was
found to be most convenient to evaluate Eq.~4! in a Carte-
sian axis system with thez axis along the HF bond, since in
this axis system the polarizability tensors are diagonal and
only three nested DO loops are needed to evaluate the sum
for each Ar–Ar–HF triple.

In the present work,VDDD was evaluated in two differ-
ent ways. In the first, all the HF dispersion was treated as
arising from a single center of polarizability placed at the HF
center of mass. The quantityVDDD

(1) was evaluated by sum-
ming Eqs.~2! and~4! over all Ar3 and Ar2–HF triples in the
Arn–HF cluster, usingaAr511.096a0

3 ~Ref. 23! and the
h-dependent HF polarizabilitiesa i(h) anda'(h) of Ref. 1.

The single-center model is the three-body analog of a
two-body dispersion model that places all the dispersion at
the HX center of mass and completely neglects odd-order
~non-centrosymmetric! terms in the dispersion expansion. In
the two-body case, this may be improved by moving a part
of the HX polarizability~and hence dispersion! from the cen-
ter of mass to a point halfway along the HX bond. As de-
scribed by Douketiset al.,24 this may be done in a way that
gives the correct angle-dependentC7R27 terms in the pair
potential. For HF, the totalv-dependent polarizability and its
anisotropy are split into parts at the HF center of mass (āX

and DaX) and parts at the HF bond midpoint (āM and
DaM). As an illustration, forv50 the total HF polarizability
(ā55.601a0

3 and Da51.440a0
3) is split into components

āX54.028a0
3 and DaX520.859a0

3 at the center of mass
andāM51.573a0

3 andDaM52.299a0
3 at the bond midpoint.

The quantityVDDD
(2) , representing the two-site model of the

nonadditive triple-dipole energy, is evaluated as for the
single-site model, but with Eq.~4! evaluated separately for
the X andM sites.11

For pair potentials, it is well known that the dispersion
interaction must be damped when overlap is significant, to
prevent the inverse power terms dominating the potential at
short range. In principle, analogous damping functions are
needed for nonadditive dispersion terms.25,26 However,
damping functions for three-body interactions are not as well
understood as for pair potentials, and it was found for
Ar2–HCl7 that damping the triple-dipole term in a plausible
way had little effect on the bending energy levels. Accord-
ingly, the triple-dipole formula was used without damping in
the present work.

2. Induction contributions

In a polar liquid such as water, the nonadditivity is
dominated by the induction energy: the polarization energy
of each molecule depends on the square of the electric field
due to all the other molecules, and the different electric fields
must be added vectorially before the resultant is squared.
However, this mechanism does not operate in a cluster such
as Arn–HF that contains only one polar molecule.

There is nevertheless a nonadditive induction energy in
Arn–HF. The highly polar HF molecule creates a substantial
electric field at the location of each Ar atom. These fields
~and the corresponding field gradients! polarize the Ar at-
oms, producing induced dipole moments~and higher multi-
poles!. The direct interactions between the induced moments
and the permanent moments of the HF are already taken into
account in the Ar–HF pair potential, but there is a nonaddi-
tive energy contribution arising from the interactions be-
tween the induced moments on the different Ar atoms. In the
present work, the electric field at each Ar atom is evaluated
including HX multipole moments up to hexadecapole. The
values used for the multipole moments are given below.

If induction were theonly effect to produce dipole mo-
ments on the Ar atoms, the interaction energy of each pair of
induced dipoles could be calculated from

Vind52@3~m1
ind
•r̂!~m2

ind
•r̂!2m1

ind
•m2

ind#/r3, ~6!

wherer̂ is a unit vector along the Ar–Ar axis. However, as
discussed previously,10 there are additional Ar dipoles aris-
ing from short-range effects, so that a slightly more sophis-
ticated treatment is needed as discussed below.

3. Overlap-dependent contributions

In previous work, we considered short-range nonadditive
forces arising from two different sources.

First, there is a short-range term analogous to that for
Ar3, termed the exchange overlap contribution:27 when two
atoms or molecules approach one another closely, their elec-
tron clouds distort away from one another in such a way as
to reduce overlap. This distortion modifies their overlap with
a third body; if the third body is near the axis of the first two,
the overlap is increased and there is a positive contribution to
the three-body energy. Conversely, for near-equilateral ge-
ometries, the deformation produces a negative contribution
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to the three-body energy. Earlier work on Ar2–HCl7 showed
that the exchange overlap term makes very small contribu-
tions to the nonadditive shifts; accordingly, it has not been
included in the present study.

Second, as described above, two Ar atomsi and j that
are close together distort, producing a quadrupole moment
on the Ar2 pair. This quadrupole can interact with the per-
manent multipoles of the HF molecule. In addition, the dis-
persion interaction between the two Ar atoms creates a pair
quadrupole of the opposite sign. We have shown
previously10 that the quadrupole momentQ(r) ~dependent
on the Ar–Ar distancer i j ) is best represented in terms of
contributionsmi

eqd to the dipoles on the Ar atoms,

mi
eqd5(

j Þ i
mi j

eqd, ~7!

where the superscript eqd indicates exchange quadrupole
1 dispersion and

mi j
eqd52mj i

eqd5 1
2 Q~r i j !r̂i j /r i j . ~8!

The quadrupole momentQ(r) of the Ar2 pair is evaluated
using the functional form

Q~r!52
1

2
er2

exp~2 1
2 beq

2 r2!

12exp~2 1
2 beq

2 r2!
1Q6 /r6. ~9!

The first term in Eq.~9! is termed the exchange quadrupole
~eq! contribution, and is represented here using a functional
form derived by Jansen28 from a single-electron approxima-
tion. However, Jansen’s value ofbeq is known to produce a
substantial overestimate of the exchange quadrupole, so we
used instead a valuebeq50.936 Å21, obtained by fitting to
self-consistent field~SCF! calculations of the short-range
overlap quadrupole of Ar2 .29 The second term in Eq.~9!
arises from dispersion:30 in the present work the quadrupole
dispersion coefficient is taken to beQ652086ea0

8, as ex-
plained in Ref. 10. The dispersion contribution toQ(r) is of
opposite sign to the exchange quadrupole term, and about
30% as large at the equilibrium geometry.

The Ar–Ar exchange effect and the induction both pro-
duce dipole moments on the Ar atoms. In the present work,
we calculate the vector sum of the dipole contributions on
each atom,

mi
tot5mi

ind1(
j Þ i

mi j
eqd, ~10!

where the sum overj runs over all other Ar atoms in the
cluster. The energies of interaction between every pair of Ar
dipoles and between each of them and the multipole mo-
ments on the HX molecule are easily calculated. However,
care is needed to avoid double counting: all contributions
that are part of the Ar–Ar and Ar–HX pair potentials must
be excluded from the nonadditive terms. The interactions
betweenmi

ind and the HX multipoles and betweenmi j
eqd and

mj i
eqd are of this type. The resultingn-body contribution is

thus

V352(
i

Fi•mi
eqd

2(
i . j

@3~mi
tot
•r̂i j !~mj

tot
•r̂i j !2mi

tot
•mj

tot#/r i j
3

1(
i . j

@3~mi j
eqd

•r̂i j !~mj i
eqd

•r̂i j !2mi j
eqd

•mj i
eqd#/r i j

3 .

~11!

Since in Ar2 mi j
eqd and mj i

eqd are directed alongr̂i j and are
equal and opposite, the last term simplifies to
22( i . j umi j

eqdu2/r i j
3 52( i . j1/2@Q(r i j )#2/r i j

5 .
The first term in Eq.~11! is calculated with the HF

charge distribution represented by a single-center multipole
expansion, including multipoles up to the hexadecapole at
the HF center of mass, as described for the induction term
above.

The dependence of the nonadditive terms on the HF vi-
brational levelv is easily built in by usingv-dependent~or
h-dependent! values of the HF multipole momentsQl . In
the present work, the HF dipole and quadrupole were repre-
sented using theh-dependent functions given in Table I of
Ref. 1, and the HF octopole and hexadecapole were taken
from the configuration interaction calculations of Amos,31

FHF52.4466ea0
3 andVHF54.7382ea0

4 . Theh-dependence
of the octopole and hexadecapole was neglected.

4. The total nonadditive potentials

Two different nonadditive potentials are used in the
present work, designated ‘‘Total 1’’ and ‘‘Total 2.’’ They
both use the same model for the induction and overlap-
dependent contributions as described above. They differ only
in their treatment of the dispersion contribution: the ‘‘Total
1’’ model uses the single-site model of the nonadditive dis-
persion, while the ‘‘Total 2’’ model uses a two-site model,
with dispersion sites on the HF center of mass and at the HF
bond midpoint.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The results presented in this work were obtained using
the quantum 5D methodology developed previously13,16 for
calculating vibrational frequency shifts of diatomic mol-
ecules microsolvated by rare gas atoms. Since a detailed de-
scription of this methodology is available,16 we summarize
here only its key steps:

~i! The equilibrium geometries of the isomers of an
Arn–HF cluster are determined by finding the
minima of the intermolecular potential energy
surface~IPES! of the cluster. This is done sepa-
rately for HF v50 and v51, and the resulting
minima are denotedVn,i

v . The geometries of the
global minima (i 51) and secondary local
minima (i .1) depend very weakly onv. The
cluster geometry optimization is carried out by
simulated annealing followed by a direct minimi-
zation scheme.14
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~ii ! The Arn subunit isfrozen in the geometry of thei th
Arn–HF minimum Vn,i

v ~slightly different for HF
v50 and v51). With this restriction, the Arn–HF
cluster becomes a weakly bounddimer whose two
monomers are the rigid Arn microcluster and the HF
molecule. The 5D IPES of this dimer, which governs
its intramolecular vibrations, depends on the geometry
of the Arn subunit and is therefore different for each
Arn–HF isomer.

~iii ! The 5D intermolecular vibrational levels of the floppy
Arn–HF dimer are calculated separately for HF
v50 andv51, by an efficient quantum 5D bound-
state method.16 The quantum 5D intermolecular vibra-
tional ground-state energies of the dimer, for HF
v50 and 1 and Arn geometries defined by the minima
Vn,i

v , are designatedEn,i
0 andEn,i

1 , respectively.
~iv! In the 5D approximation, the HF vibrational fre-

quency shift for thei th isomer of Arn–HF is obtained
as the difference betweenEn,i

1 andEn,i
0 .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The equilibrium energies~from simulated annealing! and
the ground-state energies~from five-dimensional fixed-Ar
calculations! are shown in Table I, for Arn–HF clusters with
HF in v50 and 1. The redshifts on pairwise-additive and
nonadditive potential surfaces are compared with experimen-
tal values for clusters withn52, 3, and 4 Ar atoms.

As shown previously,15 the 5D redshifts from pairwise-
additive potentials are consistently too large, by about 0.8,
1.8, and 2.0 cm21 for n52, 3, and 4, respectively. Table I
shows that the ‘‘Total 1’’~single-center dispersion! model of
the nonadditivity corrects these almost exactly: the remain-
ing discrepancies are only20.05,20.01, and20.13 cm21,

respectively. The ‘‘Total 2’’~distributed dispersion! model
overcorrects by rather more, giving a redshift that is 0.4
cm21 too small forn54.

The agreement with experiment is to some extent fortu-
itous: Niyazet al.17 have shown that, for pairwise potentials,
replacing the 5D calculations with DQMC calculations in-
cluding all degrees of freedom reduces the redshifts by be-
tween 0.2 and 0.5 cm21 . Test DQMC calculations32 confirm
that the changes are much the same for the nonadditive po-
tentials. It thus seems that even the Total 1 model overesti-
mates the nonadditive corrections by about these amounts.

For Ar4–HF, there is both aC3v isomer~with the fourth
argon capping the original Ar3 triangle to form an Ar4 tetra-
hedron! and aC2v isomer ~with two Ar atoms capping the
triangular faces of T-shaped Ar2–HF! as shown in Fig. 2 of
Ref. 14. On the pairwise potential, theC3v ground state
~from 5D calculations! lies 5.9 cm21 below theC2v ground
state. This energy difference is only slightly reduced~to be-
tween 5.5 and 5.7 cm21) on the nonadditive potentials. The
difference in redshifts for the two isomers, which is 2.6
cm21 on the pairwise potential, is reduced by only about 0.2
cm21 on the nonadditive potentials.

There have been various other calculations of the non-
additive contributions to cluster redshifts. However, none of
them have included the nonadditive induction and exchange
overlap effects, which earlier work has shown to be the
dominant nonadditive effects in Ar2–HF.10 Lewerenz33 has
carried out DQMC calculations, using the same pair poten-
tials as in the present work but with a much simpler nonad-
ditive potential ~based on isotropic Axilrod-Teller interac-
tions, with no vibrational dependence!. Lewerenz found that
such a nonadditive term actually increased the redshifts,
making the agreement with experiment poorer rather than
better. Dykstra34 has also carried out DQMC calculations, for

TABLE I. Calculated energies@relative to (n11)-body dissociation# and vibrational redshifts for the HF
fundamental vibration from simulated annealing and 5D quantum calculations on Arn–HF clusters. All quan-
tities are in cm21 .

Minimum energy 5D, Ar fixed

Pairwise Total 1 Total 2 Pairwise Total 1 Total 2 Experiment

n52 v50 2424.08 2406.33 2404.72 2302.28 2294.54 2294.09
v51 2447.17 2428.32 2426.45 2317.88 2309.33 2308.77

Redshift 23.12 21.99 21.73 15.60 14.78 14.68 14.827

n53 v50 2736.61 2691.82 2688.40 2605.70 2580.03 2578.79
v51 2764.75 2717.79 2713.87 2626.81 2599.28 2597.78

Redshift 28.14 25.97 25.47 21.11 19.25 18.99 19.260

n54 v50 21046.60 2984.90 2980.93 2913.73 2874.53 2873.12
C3v v51 21075.31 21011.21 21006.67 2935.45 2894.10 2892.39

Redshift 28.71 26.31 25.74 21.72 19.57 19.27 19.697

n54 v50 2972.37 2969.77 2907.83 2868.00 2866.56
C2v v51 2999.62 2996.68 2932.12 2890.02 2888.15

Redshift 27.25 26.91 24.29 22.02 21.59

n512 v50 24430.06 24224.73 24224.21 24337.28 24133.94 24133.17
v51 24474.76 24266.19 24265.67 24379.73 24173.14 24172.18

Redshift 44.70 41.46 41.46 42.46 39.20 39.01
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clusters up to Ar12–HF: he used simple model pair poten-
tials, again with Axilrod-Teller nonadditive terms. He con-
sidered mutual polarization~our nonadditive induction! at
specific geometries, but did not include it in the DQMC cal-
culations. He also took no account of the exchange quadru-
poles. Dykstra’s model pair potentials gave a redshift of
17.68 cm21 for Ar2–HF, which is 2.85 cm21 greater than
the experimental value~and thus in error by a factor of 5
more than ours at the DQMC level!. He adjusted his Axilrod-
Teller term to match the Ar2–HF and Ar3–HF redshifts as
well as possible, giving values of 15.22 cm21 (0.39 cm21

too large! and 18.63 cm21 (0.63 cm21 too small!, respec-
tively. We believe that, by using poor pair potentials and
neglecting other nonadditive terms, Dykstra obtained far too
large a value for the Axilrod-Teller contribution to the red-
shift; this is manifested in his prediction for the redshift for
Ar12–HF, 18.83 cm21, which may be contrasted with our
value of 39.20 cm21 from 5D calculations on the ‘‘Total 1’’
nonadditive potential.

The redshift for the Ar12–HF cluster has not yet been
measured, but the redshift for HF in an Ar matrix has: it is
42.4 cm21 .12 This is very close to the value obtained from
5D calculations on our pairwise potential,15,35 42.46 cm21 .
However, such comparisons must be made with care, and
Schmidt and Jungwirth36 have given a careful analysis of the
effects involved. For example, HF in an Ar matrix occupies
an octahedral rather than an icosahedral site: the calculated
redshift is about 4 cm21 lessat an octahedral site than at an
icosahedral site~largely because the octahedrally arranged
Ar atoms are farther from the HF!. However, the redshift
increases when additional solvent shells are added, and is
about 7 cm21 larger in the bulk matrix than for a single
octahedral shell. Combining these two corrections, the mea-
sured matrix shift of 42.4 cm21 might be taken to imply a
value around 39.4 cm21 for Ar12–HF. This is in remarkably
good agreement with the values of 39.2 and 39.4 cm21 cal-
culated with our two models of the nonadditive forces.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the effects of nonadditive intermo-
lecular forces on the vibrational redshifts for Arn–HF clus-
ters, and have compared the results with experimental val-
ues. We have generalized the models of nonadditivity
proposed by Ernesti and Hutson to handle clusters containing
more than two Ar atoms. We find that the models give a
remarkably good account of the experimental frequency
shifts. The simpler of the two models, with a single disper-
sion site on the HF molecule, performs rather better for these
systems than the more sophisticated version with a distrib-
uted model of the nonadditive dispersion.
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